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GENERAL SOURCES


Includes responses of leading wartime commanders on intelligence doctrine.


See Chap 4.


See Chap 1.


Essays on how the antagonists appraised each other before outbreak of war, emphasizing assessment of intelligence data.
Selected documents from NARA record groups.

Includes index, as well as alphabetical main entries.


Prepared for US Senate Select Comm. See Pt 3, Chaps I-VIII.


Review essay WWII intelligence, espionage, and cryptology.

Uses two history examples: Ardennes, 1944 & Manchuria, 1945.


See Chaps 2-4.
Military Intelligence, WWII


____. Military Intelligence, Counterintelligence: Field Manual 30-25, dated Feb 1940. W/2 changes. 33 p. MilPub-FM.


____. Includes chart showing G-2 section task force.


12 magazines bound in 1 vol.


____. Index to Special Bulletins & Tentative Lessons Bulls.


____. A collection of a dozen or so issues on Ger Army.


____. Critique with selected historical examples.


See also:
-Bibliographies on Deception; OSS in Intelligence-WW2; and Counter Intelligence in Intelligence-WW2.

EUROPE


EUROPE-U.S. Operations


Koch, Oscar W.  

Persico, Joseph E.  

Ricklefs, Richard G.  

Schmidt, Aage [Pseud.].  

Shoemaker, Lloyd R.  

By an operative of US intelligence unit that promoted POW escapes.

U.S. Army Counter Intelligence Corps School.  

Chaps 4-9 concern activities in North Africa and Europe.

_____  

_____  

U.S. Forces in the European Theater.  

See also No 12 on Mil Intelligence Service and No 14 on org and operation of theater intelligence.

U.S. War Dept.  
**Military Intelligence Division. The Exploitation of German Documents.** n.p, 1944. 52 p. UB252.31.E96.

U.S. War Dept.  

Information on allied forces and experiences.

U.S. War Dept.  
**Mil Intell Div. Regional File Germany, 1941-1944.** Microfilmed by UPA, Frederick, MD, 1989. 2 pts. 78 reels. UB251.32.G32.

Entire contents of the file from NARA RG165. Pub guide -index available. See especially Part II on German defense & armed forces.

_____  
**Special Bulletins.** Jan-Oct 1940. U15.U62.
Military Intelligence, WWII


See also:
-Bibliographies on Cryptology (ULTRA & MAGIC); OSS; & T-Force in Intelligence-WW2; and the William T. Horaday Papers, Arch.

EUROPE-British Operations


.... "Intelligence Collaboration", cited above.


Military Intelligence, WWII


"Major Martin...The Story Continues." After the Battle (No 64, 1989): pp. 41-44. Per. Further research into the "Man Who Never Was."


Military Intelligence, WWII


EUROPE-German Operations


____. "German Human Intelligence and the Conduct of 'Operation CITADEL.'" Military Intelligence (Jan/Mar 1989): pp. 23-25. Per.


Military Intelligence, WWII


**EUROPE-Russian Operations**


**German Military Intelligence, 1939-1945**


Reprints two studies by U.S. intelligence: "The German G-2 Service in the Russian Campaign (Ic-Dienst Ost)" and "German Operational Intelligence."


EUROPE-French Operations


See also:

EUROPE-Eastern Front


EUROPE-Other


ASIA/PACIFIC-General Sources


By CIC agent whose contacts included Huks.

Sauve, N.B. Memoir. Arch.
Covers tech intelligence, SWPA.


Allied Intelligence Bureau, SWPA.


Military Intelligence, WWII


Evasion & escape training, rescue planning & intelligence gathering unit.

2-vol pub index/guide on file, too.


Docs, reports, press releases cover 1944-54 activities, including photo interpretation, SWPA.

Recollections of 28 Nisei members of intelligence organizations.

See also:
-Bibliographies on Cryptology (MAGIC) in Intelligence-WW2; Coastwatchers In WWII-Pacific-SWPA; Pearl Harbor in WWII-Pacific; and Philippines-WWII.
ASIA/PACIFIC-Japanese Operations


Index to Intelligence Bulletins, Tactical and Tech Trends, and Special Series.


ASIA/PACIFIC-Sorge Spy Case


“Extracts from an authenticated translation of Foreign Affairs Yearbook, 1942, Criminal Affairs Bureau, Ministry of Justice, Tokyo, Japan.”


_____ Papers. Arch. See Sorge Case Files.